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Since the emergence of the ﬁrst social
networking it has been a while.
Since the emergence of the ﬁrst social networking it has been a while. On the other hand their age
compared to the age of the entire global Internet is not so great. However, you should pay attention
not to the moment of the emergence of social networking as such and at the beginning of the sharp
rise in their value in our lives coverage of more and more audience. Social networking boom peaked
in 2003-2004. Then was created and launched Facebook LinkedIn MySpace. And oddly enough, this
boom is in full swing even now, 10 years later. Why Because still rapidly growing number of global
web users particularly in Russia and they are usually quickly attached to social networks. But the
most important role in their distribution at the moment, playing the increasingly popular gadgets.
With them, you can always stay in touch not only through traditional means of communication but
also in social networks. It becomes easy and convenient with the help of a specially designed for
smartphone and tablet applications. There is a new type of man who is always online This is why,
together with the increasing number of users of social networks and their activity is growing and the
business interest to SMM SMM, streams abbr. from Social Media Marketing direction in marketing the
primary aim of which is to increase the loyalty of the target audience to the brand, prompting her to
use one or the other pluginwith the item using the social media blogosphere forums. Currently, no
self-respecting company whose leadership thinks about the image of could not aﬀord not to pay
attention to promotion in social media. In some markets, SMM becomes even more eﬀective from the
point of view of attracting the target audience than traditional promotion of the website through SEO
and content. However, in most cases both of these areas are in close interaction with each other
gives the best result. Like any other craft, SMM has the essence of his salt - compoment which is
deyatelnosti. The basic principle of SMM with others in the social media blogosphere forums need to
speak their language A standard set of marketing methods to attract. Often can even cause the
audience's rejection to the brand mindless is that it is easy to calculate for spam. So uninteresting
content is institutionalized in SMM. In order to interest the average user of social media to motivate
him to go to your website and study your suggestions is necessary to raise relevant topics wearing an
informal tone to them wanted to discuss share them with followers drawing in a large audience.
Matter the style in which you created the content
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